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APP
This section provides information how to download this application.
Download the eye-u app from the App Store (IOS) on your smartphone/pad.
Tips: Please turn on 2 permissions below when use eye-u.
1. Allow eye-u to access mobile cellular data and WLAN and LAN (Please keep put
the camera, router and smartphone/pad within 1 meter). Otherwise, it will be
failed to use the smartphone/pad to view the live screen.
2. Allow eye-u to receive pushed messages, otherwise the smartphone will not
receive alert message when alarm is triggered.
3. Click [Me], find the [About] and check whether the current eye-u version is the
latest one.
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2.1 Account registration
(1) Open eye-u app, find [Sign Up] and start to register account.

[Username] is a combination of English letters and numbers, with a length of
4-32bits, (Please note Uppercase and lowercase).
Create a password, which contains 8-32 characters (Please note Uppercase and
lowercase) and must include letters and numbers.
[Confirm Password], which is to input password again.
Then enter the e-mail in order to get the verification code and your E-mail box will
receive the verification code, sometimes the E-mail of verification code will be put
into spam box.
Finally, input the verification and click [sign up], till now you complete the account
registration.
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2.2 Modify password
Modify the account login password of the smartphone application.
(1) Account login the application successfully, click [Me] → [Settings] → [Change
Password]
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(2) Enter [Current Password], [New Password] and [Confirm your New Password].
And then click “Save”, no problem, it will show “Password change successfully”.

2.3 Forget Password
If you forget the login password of the app, you can retrieve it through the email
used during registration.
(1) Click [Forget Password] → Input e-mail which you registered the account
before, click [Get code]→ Then E-mail box will receive the verification code,
input this code. → Click [Verification Code]
(2) [Reset Password]: Enter a new password, then click [Reset], Then a text will
appear above “Reset success”, it will return to login after 3 seconds, You can
enter the password that has been modified to log in.
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3.1 Add Wi-Fi camera
This section will introduce how to add a camera to your smartphone /pad
application.
(1) Install Device
Powered on the camera, put the camera, router and smartphone/pad within 1
meter to ensure the signal successfully received.
When bullet camera powered on, the spotlight will open, and it will say “system
starting up, waiting to be configured”, and then you can do operation on
smartphone app.

Robot camera powered on, after several seconds, it will say “system starting up,
waiting to be configured”, the red indicator light will flash quickly, and then you can
do operation on smartphone app.

Account login the application successfully, after that
Click [Add Device + ] → click [Install Device]→ [Next Step] →input correct WIFI
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password→ Click [Ok] → waiting for connection→ connect device successfully, it
will ask you to set a password for the device, after that setup a name for the device.
At last, the camera will be added successfully.
Tips: The device is required for the 2.4G Wi-Fi connection.5G Wi-Fi is not supported.
Please make sure the WIFI signal is stable and strong.
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(2) Add Shared Device
After adding the WIFI camera successfully, you can share the camera QR code to
your family members.
How to find the device QR code？
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Click [

], select [Add shared device], and then click [scan device QR code]. After

scanning the QR code, setup a name for the device, the default device name is
Serial number, tap [Ok], and then tap [Add device], at last the device is added
successfully.
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3.2 Delete Wi-Fi camera
Account login the smartphone application successfully, long-press the camera you
want to delete, and then choose [delete]—“Are you sure to delete the
device—“Cancel/Delete”, tap “Delete”, and then the camera will be deleted
successfully.

This section will introduce basic settings and functions of the Wi-Fi camera.
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[

] is to open camera audio output

[

] is to close camera audio output

[

] is Full High Definition mode, the picture quality is best, but the video stream

will be large, so maybe sometimes the video is not fluent.
[

] is Standard Definition mode, the picture quality is not better enough than

FHD mode, but the video is fluent.

[

][

] live video display mode

[

] default live video display mode, image adaptation display.

[

] Image scale display

[
] show 4 cameras live video simultaneously. Note: When you are viewing one
camera live video, and then click this icon, so the live video of next camera will be
showed simultaneously, but the live video of the front camera under the device list
can’t be showed simultaneously.
[

] capture the video (at least 4 seconds) and can share with others. The

capture video will be saved into your smartphone/pad (Mobile Storage→Record).
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[

] Tour setting, it can set 3 preset positions, motion detection (auto track)

switch settings, motion detection (auto track) sensitivity settings, watch time
settings, please note, motion detection and human detection can’t be enabled
simultaneously. Not all models have this function, subject to the actual camera
menu.
Click [

], press and hold the [

] to set the current screen as cruise point, If you
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made a mistake, you can long-press and hold the [

] again to “Reset /Delete”.

When the three cruise points are set, you can set the watch time, and finally click
“Start tour”.

[

] full screen display/Equal scale display switch

[Playback]: playback the video or view the snapshot pictures from the TF card.
Note: Please format TF card on personal computer firstly, and finish installation it
before camera is powered on.
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[Long press to intercom]: Two-way bidirectional talk, smartphone/pad can talk
with camera directly.
[Snapshot]: click it to “snapshot”, capture the pictures, also can be shared with
others, the capture pictures will be saved into your smartphone phone/pad
(Mobile Storage--Pictures).
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[Spot-Light]: you can click [

], then you can select three kinds of night vision.

Modes: [Color], [B/W], [B/W + Alerts], when you turn on [B/W + Alerts] under
“Night mode”, and you can adjust the sensitivity of human detection and the time
of spot light deterrence (continuous lighting time), in order to give out a spot light
deterrence when the human is detected.

[Color]: When turned on this mode at night, the picture is still full color.
[B/W]: When turned on this mode at night, the infrared lamps will be opened, the
picture will be black/white.
[B/W + Alerts]: When turned on this mode at night, the infrared lamps will be
opened, the picture will be black/white. When human is detected, the spot lights
will be opened automatically and deter somebody.
Press [

] to enter “camera settings” main menu.

Note: Different cameras have different settings options
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4.1 Overview basic settings and functions

4.2 Basic Setting

[Basic Settings] You can choose whether to turn on the [Indicator Light]. Default is
turned on. If disable, the indicator light will be off.
[Device Name] You can setup a name for the device.
[Flip up/down/left/right] You can flip the image up / down / left / right. Default is
disabled.
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[Device language] You can modify the device language, default is English, if you
change to other languages and then do factory settings/Reset, the camera
language will be switched to English.
[Rotation speed] It can control the speed of the robot camera rotation,
slow/normal/fast, Default is normal.
[Day/Night Sensitivity] The sensitivity level is from 0 to 10, default is 5
[Speaker Volume] The camera speaker volume, the value is from 0 to 100, default is
100, we suggest you to modify the value into 70.
The following is the modification of device language and rotation speed:
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4.3 Password Management
Tips: The password modification here is different with the previous one. This is the
camera login password. The previous one is the password for logging in to the app.
Click the [Save] to change the password successfully.

4.4 Alarm Setting
Firstly, you have to turn on the [Alarm] and [Alarm Push] function of the camera.

When the [Alarm Push] is turned on, your smartphone can enjoy the service of
receiving messages in real time.
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(1) You can adjust the [Alarm Interval] and [Alarm Action] according to your needs.
The default is enabled [snapshot], if you enable [Take a video], the video will be
saved into your TF card, but the cameras must be installed TF card firstly before
the cameras are powered on.
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(2) You can adjust the [Alarm Time] and [Sensitivity] according to your needs. The
default [alarm time] is “the whole day”, the default [sensitivity] is “middle”.
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(3) You can click [Intelligent alerts] [Cordon], then freely choose the direction of
trigger cordon, and can also drag the dot to the position you want.
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(4) You can click [Intelligent Alerts] [Alert Area], and then intelligently select an
alert area. [Human detection] [Perimeter Alert] [Alert Area] are enabled by default,
but [Show Traces] is disabled by default.
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(5) You can choose the shape (Triangle/Oblong/Pentagon) to set the warning area,
or you can drag freely with your fingers to form the required alerts area.

When [Show Traces] is enabled, human detection is triggered, there will be a box
around the human shape.

(6) [Alarm push] is enabled by default. When human is detected, the app will push
you an alarm message, you can click the [Message] and playback the pictures and
videos of the alarm.
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You can view the alarm snapshot and click the“Real-time preview”button to view
the live video.
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(7) [Message ignore] is disabled by default, so the alarm message will be sent to
your smartphone. If it is enabled, your smartphone can not receive alarm message.

4.5 Storage Management
When the device is installed TF card, the interface will show these information:
[storage capacity] [Capacity for video] [Capacity for snapshot] [Storage remain
capacity] [Storage remain capacity] [stop record] [overwrite], take an example:
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If TF card has not been installed, as showed [Device has no SD card].

Tip: When the TF card of the device is full of storage capacity, you can choose to
[Stop Recording] or [Overwrite]. After you click [

], TF card storage is full,

it will automatically cycle to overwrite.
The TF card storage is not enough, but the camera is still recording, so the oldest
videos will be disappeared.
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4.6 Cloud Service
(1) When you add a camera successfully for the first time, you will receive such
message.
It will ask if you need a month's free cloud service or not.

Click [OK] →Then you can get a free trial of the Cloud storage service (3 days alarm
snapshot and video) for one month.
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(2) The app is free, but you need to pay for the cloud storage service, we offer 3
different packages:
[4.99US dollars/month for 3 days cloud storage-- alarm snapshot and alarm videos]
[5.99US dollars/month for 7 days cloud storage--alarm snapshot and alarm videos]
[6.99US dollars/month for 30 days cloud storage--alarm snapshot and alarm
videos].
The actual cloud storage bill is subject to the actual camera menu.
Now it is 10:00:00am Aug.6th,2020, and you pay 4.99US dollars for 3 days cloud
storage service, from this time, all alarm snapshot and alarm videos will be
uploaded to our cloud server, but it only can save the recent 3 days data. If it is
11:00:00am Aug.9th,2020 and you want to check the alarm snapshot and alarm
videos, so can find out them which are from 11:00:01am Aug.6th,2020 to
11:00:00am Aug.9th,2020 in our cloud server, but which are from 10:00:00 am
Aug.6th,2020 to 11:00:00am Aug.6th,2020 was disappeared.
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(3) The following are the privileges of opening cloud service, which can be enjoyed
after opening cloud service.
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4.7 Preview masking (One key shading)
The [Preview masking] function can protect your privacy at any time. When you
don't need to monitor, you can click “Turn on masking”, then the camera preview
will be masked.
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You can see “The preview has been masked, click to release”, then you can click
[ ], and “One-key masking is disabled”, click [Live preview], the live video open
successfully!

4.8 Advanced Setting
(1) Under [Advanced Settings], [Record] and [Audio] are enabled by default. You
can adjust the [record length]. [Audio] is also enabled, so that the recorded video
files will have sound. [Picture quality] is normal by default, you can do settings as
[Worst], [Bad], [Good], [Better] or [Best] as your request.
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(2) When you turn on [Motion detection Switch], the camera will detect and
automatically follow the moving objects to rotate. You can adjust the sensitivity of
motion detection according to your needs. (Note: Motion detection and human
detection cannot be turned on at the same time.)

4.9 Network Setting
(1) Click [Network Settings], you can connect to the Wi-Fi you wanted to join and
then input the correct Wi-Fi password.
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4.10 General About Device
Click [General About Device], you can get the [Serial Number], [Device Version],
[Firmware], [Post Status], [Release Date], [Time Zone], [Device Time], [Network
Mode].
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If you do resetting and rebooting your cameras, they will be reset to factory
settings.

Note: The user manual is subject to change without prior notice.
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